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ABSTRACT

Disparate ecological datasets are often organized

into databases post hoc and then analyzed and

interpreted in ways that may diverge from the

purposes of the original data collections. Few

studies, however, have attempted to quantify how

biases inherent in these data (for example, species

richness, replication, climate) affect their suitability

for addressing broad scientific questions, especially

in under-represented systems (for example, deserts,

tropical forests) and wild communities. Here, we

quantitatively compare the sensitivity of species

first flowering and leafing dates to spring warmth

in two phenological databases from the Northern

Hemisphere. One—PEP725—has high replication

within and across sites, but has low species diver-
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sity and spans a limited climate gradient. The

other—NECTAR—includes many more species and

a wider range of climates, but has fewer sites and

low replication of species across sites. PEP725, de-

spite low species diversity and relatively low sea-

sonality, accurately captures the magnitude and

seasonality of warming responses at climatically

similar NECTAR sites, with most species showing

earlier phenological events in response to warming.

In NECTAR, the prevalence of temperature

responders significantly declines with increasing

mean annual temperature, a pattern that cannot be

detected across the limited climate gradient span-

ned by the PEP725 flowering and leafing data. Our

results showcase broad areas of agreement between

the two databases, despite significant differences in

species richness and geographic coverage, while

also noting areas where including data across

broader climate gradients may provide added va-

lue. Such comparisons help to identify gaps in our

observations and knowledge base that can be ad-

dressed by ongoing monitoring and research ef-

forts. Resolving these issues will be critical for

improving predictions in understudied and under-

sampled systems outside of the temperature sea-

sonal mid-latitudes.

Key words: phenology; climate responders;

NECTAR; PEP725; sensitivity; climate change.

INTRODUCTION

Developing robust predictions of ecological

responses to climate change requires long-term

data from diverse species, ecosystems, and climates.

Most of the recent advances, however, are based on

analyses of large observational databases that pri-

marily represent mesic, temperature seasonal sys-

tems in the mid-latitudes (Parmesan and Yohe

2003; Root and others 2003; Rosenzweig and oth-

ers 2008; Schwartz and others 2006; Schwartz and

Reiter 2000; Walther and others 2002). Although

analyses of these databases are still quite valuable,

any results will be heavily skewed by the dispro-

portionate sampling of temperate forests and

meadows that are ubiquitous throughout the mid-

latitudes. This may mean that any conclusions and

interpretations cannot be generalized to under-

represented and poorly sampled systems, such as

deserts, semi-arid grasslands, and tropical forests.

One such database that has figured prominently

in these studies is the Pan European Phenological

Database (PEP725, built upon the earlier COST725

database: PEP725 2010; Koch and others 2010a, b;

Menzel and others 2006). The PEP725 network

represents an effort to standardize and integrate,

into a common database, wild and cultivated spe-

cies observations from a suite of phenological

observation networks distributed across Europe,

including clonal species from the International

Phenological Gardens (IPG) (Menzel 2000). Anal-

yses of PEP725 have detected shifts in spring and

fall phenology due to climate change and variabil-

ity (Menzel and others 2006; Scheifinger and oth-

ers 2002, 2003). Notably, studies using PEP725

were heavily cited by the Working Group II report

on climate change impacts for the Intergovern-

mental Panel on Climate Change Fourth Assess-

ment Report (Parry 2007).

PEP725, however, was not developed with the

specific intention of serving such global analyses, but

rather to simply ‘‘promote and facilitate phenological

research by delivering a pan European phenological

database with an open, unrestricted data access for

science, research and education’’ (PEP725 2010).

And although the value of PEP725 is unequivocal, it

has many of the limitations and biases alluded to

earlier, including a relatively small geographic area

(continental Europe), narrow climate gradient, and

low species richness compared to many other natural

communities and climate zones. Understanding how

well inferences from PEP725 can be generalized to

wild plant communities and systems outside of

PEP725 may help to identify critical gaps in our

observations and knowledge and to inform the effi-

cacy of current monitoring and analysis efforts.

To investigate these issues, we developed a new

phenological database that unites a suite of twelve

phenological datasets independent of PEP725,

synthesized under the name Network of Ecological

and Climatological Timings Across Regions (NEC-

TAR) (a detailed description of NECTAR can be

found in the Electronic Supplementary Material;

ESM). NECTAR draws from datasets across North

America and Europe, has much higher species

richness than PEP725, and includes sites outside of

the relatively narrow climate space occupied by

PEP725. We do not single out PEP725 because of

any specific critique or criticism; rather, we draw

from this database as an example of a network

widely used and cited in global change analyses

(see previous references). We focus our analysis on

two major axes which have been shown to affect

spring phenological sensitivities to temperature:

B. I. Cook and others



the growing season (for example, Menzel and

others 2006; Sherry and others 2007) and climate

space (for example, Olsson and Ågren 2002; Rötzer

and Chmielewski 2001). Specifically, we compare

the sensitivity of species level first flowering (FFD)

and leafing (FLD) dates in each database to spring

warming (1) across the growing season and (2)

across spatial climate gradients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Phenological Data

The PEP725 and NECTAR databases include

thousands of phenological time series, represent-

ing multiple sites, species, and phenological pha-

ses. We selected data from PEP725 that

documented events similar to FFD (ESM Table 1)

and FLD (ESM Table 2) to maximize compara-

bility with the NECTAR database, which is com-

posed almost entirely of FFD and FLD time series.

These phases in PEP725 primarily represent

observations of first observable open flowers and

first visible leaf stalks of the season. Site locations

with FLD and FFD data in PEP725 span conti-

nental Europe, but are heavily biased towards the

north-central region of the continent, especially

Germany, Austria, and Switzerland (Figure 1a).

For FFD, there were 91,808 individual time series

(median number of observations per time series

per site = 20), including 42 unique taxa at 5,562

sites. For FLD, there were 24,700 individual time

series (median number of observations per time

series per site = 20), including 14 unique taxa at

5,074 sites. Clonal records from the International

Phenological Gardens make up only a small

A

B

Figure 1. Station and

dataset locations for FFD

and FLD data in the A

PEP725 database and B

new NECTAR database.

NECTAR includes many

more species and covers a

wider geographic range

and temporal span than

PEP725. PEP725 has

higher replication of

individual phenophases

across sites and includes

many more sites.

Phenological responses across climate gradients



fraction of the data used from the PEP725 data-

base: 0.20% (187 records) of the FFD data and

1.05% (259 records) of the FLD data. The FFD

and FLD data we use were collected from 1951

through 2008.

The NECTAR sites (Table 1) cover diverse cli-

mates including temperature seasonal mid-latitude

sites similar to those found in PEP725 (CHN, HUB,

HVD, MHK, UWM, WDC, WAU), continental

grassland sites (FAR, KON), one semi-arid site

(SEV), one alpine site (GTH), and one tropical site

(LUQ) (Figure 1b). All datasets comprise observa-

tions of natural, non-cultivated populations and all

sites are located in North America except for one

European site (CHN). These data represent both

amateur observations and focused monitoring ef-

forts. All data were either recorded as FFD or FLD,

or converted to first-events. The UWM FLD dates

represent the dates when the 50th percentile of full

spring leaf flush was achieved and the LUQ FFD are

based on litter basket collections. We used a total of

1,475 phenological time series from NECTAR,

representing 1,200 unique taxa. Further details on

the NECTAR database, including time intervals

over which the data were collected, are contained

in the ESM. We did not conduct any outlier

screening of the phenological data prior to our

analyses. However, repeating our main analyses

with outlier screenings based on 3-sigma and 2-

sigma standard deviations from the mean yielded

similar results, indicating that any outliers have a

negligible effect on our main results and conclu-

sions (ESM).

Climate Data

Many studies investigating the sensitivity of phe-

nological events to climate use seasonal or monthly

mean climate predictors (Willis and others 2008).

This approach is analytically tractable and takes

advantage of the many high-quality and homoge-

nized monthly climate data products available.

However, these analyses overlook the importance

of integrative forcing for phenology, such as

growing degree day or heating summations (Leon

and others 2001; McMaster and Wilhelm 1997). To

specifically address this gap, we restricted our cli-

mate data choices to daily data (minimum and

maximum temperatures, and precipitation) so as to

account for integrative forcing (that is, growing

degree days).

Climate data for comparison with the PEP725

database were taken from the European Climate

Assessment (ECA) (Haylock and others 2008; Hof-

stra and others 2009; Klok and Klein Tank 2009).

In the ECA data, daily temperature and precipita-

tion for 1950–2009 are interpolated from meteo-

rological stations to a continuous 0.25� grid. We

matched the PEP725 phenology records to daily

ECA temperature and precipitation at the geo-

graphically closest grid cell.

For NECTAR, we used daily temperature and

precipitation data from meteorological stations in

the Global Historical Climatology Network (GHCN)

(Peterson and Vose 1997). We based our selection

of the appropriate meteorological station data on

(1) proximity to the NECTAR sites and (2) temporal

overlap with the NECTAR phenological records.

Table 1. Phenological Datasets Assembled into the NECTAR Database

Dataset Code Phase # spp Median n References

Chinnor, UK CHN FFD 384 37 Fitter and Fitter (2002)

Fargo, ND, USA FAR FFD 214 12.5 Dunnell and Travers (2011),

Travers and others (2009)

Gothic, CO, USA GTH FFD 79 30 Inouye (2008)

Hubbard Brook, MA, USA HUB FLD 3 20 Richardson and others (2006)

Harvard Forest, MA, USA HVD FFD 33 12 Richardson and others (2006)

Harvard Forest, MA, USA HVD FLD 24 12 Richardson and others (2006)

Konza, KS, USA KON FFD 152 8 Wright (2001)

Luquillo, PR, USA LUQ FFDBSK 63 16 Zimmerman and others (2007)

Mohonk, NY, USA MHK FFD 18 35 Cook and others (2008)

Sevilleta, NM, USA SEV FLD 71 9 Wetherill (2000)

UW-Milwaukee, WI, USA UWM FLD50 25 10 Schwartz and Hanes (2010)

Washington, DC, USA WDC FFD 385 17 Abu-Asab and others (2001)

Wauseon, OH, USA WAU FLD 24 11 Smith (1915)

All data are observations of wild, non-cultivated, and non-clonal populations. Locations for each dataset are shown in Figure 1.
FFD, first flowering date; FLD, first leafing date; FFDBSK, first flowering date from litter basket collection; FLD50, fiftieth percentile of full leaf flush. Median n refers to the
median number of observations (years) of all phenological time series at that site.

B. I. Cook and others



Details on the meteorological data used in the

NECTAR analyses are contained in the ESM.

Using these temperature and precipitation data,

we can characterize the climate of the PEP725 and

NECTAR sites in terms of the mean annual climate

(Figure 2a) and seasonality (Figure 2b). Overall,

sites in the PEP725 database (gray dots) occupy a

much narrower climatic range relative to NECTAR.

The PEP725 sites have mean climates typical of the

temperate mid-latitudes, and these sites are well

represented in the NECTAR database. But NECTAR

also includes warm tropical and semi-arid sites

(LUQ, SEV) and much colder continental sites

(FAR, GTH) (Figure 2a). From a seasonality per-

spective, the difference between the two databases

is even more striking. Temperature and precipita-

tion seasonality in PEP725 is tightly constrained,

and every NECTAR site has a temperature or pre-

cipitation seasonality that falls outside the 5–95%

range from PEP725 (Figure 2b). Both the reduced

seasonality and the limited temperature range for

the PEP725 sites likely reflect the moderating

influence of westerly winds originating from the

Atlantic during all seasons, a dominant feature of

mainland European climate.

Analyses

For each site, we identified a suite of climate pre-

dictors based on 3-month moving window growing

degree day (GDD) summations. First, we compos-

ited the daily temperature data for each year into

3-month moving windows, beginning in the

preceding fall and running through the end of the

concurrent year (for example, August–September–

October, September–October–November, October–

November–December, November–December–Jan-

uary, December–January–February, and so on).

Daily temperatures in each 3-month window were

converted to daily GDDs:

GDD ¼ maxðTmean � GDDthresh; 0Þ ð1Þ

where Tmean is daily mean temperature and

GDDthresh is the temperature threshold for a day to

qualify as a GDD (in our case, 0�C). The daily GDD

values were then summed for each 3-month win-

dow for each year:

GDDsumðyearsÞ ¼
X

GDD ð2Þ

where GDDsum are the GDD summations calculated

over all days for a specific 3-month window for

each year that data were available. Second, we

standardized each 3-month GDDsum time series to

zero mean and unit standard deviation:

Zt ¼
GDDsum �meanðGDDsumÞ

stdðGDDsumÞ
ð3Þ

Each 3-month GDDsum was standardized sepa-

rately, using the mean and interannual standard

deviation calculated across the entire temporal

length of the GDDsum time series. This ensures all

the climate predictors at a given site are standard-

ized uniformly regardless of potential missing val-

ues or varying time spans in the associated

phenological records. The standardization step

A B

Figure 2. We defined the climate characteristics for each site in NECTAR and PEP725 based on the mean state (A) and the

seasonality (B), using the same temperature and precipitation data used to develop our climate predictors. Mean state is

defined as mean annual temperature (�C) and mean annual precipitation (mm). Temperature seasonality is the mean

annual temperature range (�C) and precipitation seasonality is the mean annual precipitation range (wettest minus driest

pentads) divided by the mean annual precipitation (expressed as fraction of the annual mean). PEP725 sites are in gray,

with 5th and 95th percentiles marked by the dashed lines. NECTAR sites are in blue, marked with the associated three letter

code (see Table 1).

Phenological responses across climate gradients



normalizes the variance in climate across the year

and across sites, which is important because (1)

climate in winter and spring tends to be more

variable from year to year than summer or fall and

(2) inter-annual variability in climate varies across

sites. With the standardization of the climate pre-

dictors, variations in the species sensitivities across

seasons and sites are thus disentangled from vari-

ations in climate variability.

Because we used a single unified temperature

dataset (ECA) for the PEP725 analysis, we were

able to standardize temperatures across all sites

over a common time interval (1950–2009). This

was impossible with the NECTAR analysis because

of the varying lengths, serial completion, and

temporal overlap of the phenological time series

and accompanying meteorological data. To test the

robustness of our results to the standardization

periods used, we repeated our main analyses, but

restricted the temporal range to the last 30 years of

the twentieth century (1970–1999), a common

interval for 8 of the NECTAR sites (CHN, GTH,

HUB, HVD, LUQ, MHK, and WDC). Results for

these sites were similar between this analysis and

the main analysis using all available data, indicat-

ing our analysis is largely insensitive to the choice

of standardization period (ESM).

We used these standardized, seasonally compos-

ited temperature summations as predictor variables

for determining temperature sensitivities of the

phenological time series in NECTAR and PEP725.

For our analyses, we required at least 8 overlapping

years between the climate predictors and each

phenological time series. The choice of an n ‡ 8

threshold was based on a trade off between a desire

for increased statistical robustness (which is im-

proved with a higher n) versus increased inclusion

of NECTAR sites with many short phenological

time series (for example, SEV, KON). To assess the

statistical robustness of our results, we repeated our

main analyses for select NECTAR sites using stricter

thresholds of n ‡ 15 and n ‡ 20. In terms of the

percentage of significant responders and the mean

site level sensitivities, our results were largely

insensitive to the minimum n threshold that we

chose (ESM).

For each FFD or FLD series, we conducted sep-

arate model selection procedures for the Zt predic-

tors using standard least squares linear regression.

In each case, a separate regression was conducted

between all climate predictors that occurred before

the mean occurrence date of the phenological time

series. The beta coefficient from the best fit (highest

R2) was retained as our metric of sensitivity to

climate, defined as the change in the date of a

phenological event (for example, FFD) of a given

taxon, at a given site, in response to one standard

deviation of the standardized GDDsum index (units

of days Zt
-1). Given this framework, negative beta

coefficients (‘sensitivities’) indicated earlier flow-

ering or leafing with increased warming and posi-

tive beta slopes indicated delayed phenology with

warming.

Our methodology represented a tradeoff between

selecting a single global predictor versus multiple

species-specific models. A single global predictor

(for example, Zt during one static season for all

species) would allow for the best comparison of

sensitivities across species, but would likely fit

poorly in many cases. Alternatively, fitting species-

specific models (for example, using model-deter-

mined optimal window lengths for the GDDsum

calculations, instead of stable 3-month windows)

might have improved individual model fits, but

would have made it difficult to compare sensitivi-

ties across regions and species.

RESULTS

Sensitivity to Temperature in PEP725
and NECTAR

Significant temperature sensitivities are ubiquitous

throughout the PEP725 database, occurring in

83.6% of all time series. The sign of these sensi-

tivities is overwhelmingly negative (97.6% of the

significant temperature sensitivities), and the mean

sensitivity across all time series is -8.19 days Zt
-1.

Across the NECTAR sites, 67.0% of all species are

significant temperature responders with a mean

sensitivity of -6.08 days Zt
-1. Of the significant

temperature responders, 95.5% have negative

temperature sensitivities. The distribution and

magnitude of these significant temperature sensi-

tivities varies widely from site to site, however

(Table 2). Cooler, mesic sites with high tempera-

ture seasonality have the highest percentages

(‡70%) of significant temperature responders:

CHN, FAR, GTH, HUB, HVD, MHK, UWM, and

WAU. The absolute magnitude of the sensitivities

themselves is generally greater at these sites, with

the coldest site (GTH) having the highest average

sensitivity. Significant temperature responders are

least prevalent at SEV and LUQ, our two warmest

sites.

Seasonal Sensitivity Patterns

On average, earlier flowering and leafing species in

PEP725 have larger absolute magnitude sensitivi-

B. I. Cook and others



ties than those that flower or produce leaves later

in the season (Figure 3). This implies that these

earlier taxa will be more responsive to warming,

consistent with other analyses (Menzel and Fabian

1999; Menzel 2000). Dashed green lines represent

the fifth, fiftieth, and ninety-fifth percentiles of the

negative temperature sensitivities, plotted as a

function of mean FFD or FLD (the percentiles

provide a tractable way to communicate informa-

tion from the >90,000 FFD and >20,000 FLD time

series in PEP725). Both FFD and FLD in PEP725

have a significant change in the slope that charac-

terizes the relationship between the negative tem-

perature sensitivities and mean FFD and FLD, with

a Chow test identifying a significant breakpoint at

DOY 119 for FFD and DOY 125 for FLD. Prior to

these breakpoints, the regression slopes are

strongly positive (FFD b = +0.088, R2 = 0.231; FLD

b = +0.108, R2 = 0.096), but are near zero after,

with R2 values explaining less than 5% of the

underlying variance. These results suggest rela-

tively unchanging sensitivities across the late spring

and into the summer, a pattern replicated in other

studies (for example, Moeller 2004; Palmer and

others 2003; Sherry and others 2007; Sparks and

others 2010).

Temperature sensitivities at climatically similar

sites in NECTAR follow the same general seasonal

pattern as the PEP725 sensitivities (Figure 3A, B:

CHN, HVD, MHK, WDC, HUB, WAU, UWM), with

a tendency for earlier FFD species to have larger

magnitude sensitivities. Except for WDC and HVD

(FFD), all of these sites have at least 70% of their

species’ sensitivities for FFD fall within the PEP725

sensitivities range, defined by the fifth and ninety-

A B

Figure 3. Significant temperature sensitivities (days Zt
-1) for FFD (left panel) and FLD (right panel) from seven NECTAR

sites with similar climate to the PEP725 sites: CHN, HUB, HVD, MHK, UWM, WAU, and WDC. For reference, the 5th, 50th,

and 95th percentiles for the negative sensitivities from the PEP725 data are marked by the dashed green lines. Percentages in

the panel legends indicate the percentage of significant NECTAR temperature sensitivities for each site that fall within the

5th–95th percentile sensitivity range from PEP725.

Table 2. For the NECTAR Sites: Mean Site
Averaged Temperature Sensitivity (days Zt

-1) for
Significant Responders and the Percent of Signifi-
cant Responders at Each Site (Relative to All Spe-
cies at that Site)

Site Mean sensitivity % Significant

CHN -6.41 86.2

FAR -5.28 79.4

GTH -9.9 91.1

HUB -5.91 100

HVD, FFD -4 75.8

HVD, FLD -6.5 87.5

KON -5.3 58.6

LUQ -9.04 14.3

MHK -4.93 100

SEV -0.07 19.7

UWM -4.96 72

WDC -5.85 50.6

WAU -6.59 95.8

Site codes and other details are described in Table 1.

Phenological responses across climate gradients



fifth percentiles. The warmest site, WDC, has the

highest proportion of sensitivities falling outside

the PEP725 range, consistent with other indicators,

including a weaker site average sensitivity and

lower percentage of responders, that suggest a

divergence in climate sensitivity from PEP725. In

the case of FFD for species at HVD, the reasons for

the divergence from PEP725 are less clear, although

it may be a result of the relatively small sample size

compared to other sites. Pooled together, the neg-

ative temperature sensitivities at these NECTAR

sites have a break point at DOY 149, with results

similar to the PEP725 analysis before (b = +0.088,

R2 = 0.303) and after (b = +0.016, R2 = 0.045) the

breakpoint. This pattern is driven primarily by

WDC and CHN, the sites with the highest total

number of species available and the best sampling

across the growing season. There is no significant

breakpoint in the FLD data, although for this phe-

nophase we are limited by relatively few observa-

tions early in the growing season. Sensitivities at

other temperature seasonal NECTAR sites that fall

outside the range of PEP725 climate (FAR, GTH,

KON; Figure 4A) show a high prevalence of nega-

tive temperature responders, with a similar ten-

dency towards increased sensitivity in the earlier

flowering species, but without significant break-

points identified above. About half the sensitivities

at KON fall outside the PEP725 range; similar to

DC, this site has relatively high temperature

seasonality but also higher mean temperatures

than many of the other NECTAR sites. Our tropi-

cal (LUQ) and semi-arid sites (SEV) diverge

dramatically from the PEP725 pattern (Figure 4B);

none of the temperature sensitivities for species at

these sites fall within the bounds defined by

PEP725.

Sensitivities Across Climate Space

Despite their high temperature seasonality, only

about half of the species at KON and WDC are

significant temperature responders. Both sites are

among the warmest in the NECTAR database,

pointing to the possibility of changing climatic

constraints across the wide climatic gradient cov-

ered by NECTAR. Across the NECTAR sites, the

percentage of significant temperature responders

(including data from both FFD and FLD) signifi-

cantly declines with increasing mean annual tem-

perature (Figure 5; b = -3.8 percent of species per

�C, R2 = 0.680, P < 0.001). Even if we exclude

SEV and LUQ, two sites that may have a dispro-

portionate influence on the regression, our results

are similar and borderline significant (b = -2.5

percent of species �C, R2 = 0.304, P < 0.08). By

contrast, a similar regression (the percentage of

significant responders vs. mean annual tempera-

ture) across the thousands of PEP725 sites is unable

to detect an effect of mean annual temperature on

the percent of responders. For FFD in PEP725, the

regression is significant, but the slope is shallow

and the low R2 indicates little explanatory power

(b = -0.8 percent of species per �C, R2 = 0.0036,

P < 0.001). Results for FLD in PEP725 are similar

and non-significant (b = -0.1 percent of species

A B

Figure 4. Same as Figure 3, but for FFD and FLD data from NECTAR sites largely outside of the PEP725 climate space.
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per �C, R2 £ 0.001, P = 0.7271). Because of the

limited climate space covered by PEP725 (Fig-

ure 2), results from this database may be less useful

for generalizing about species responses across

broad climate gradients.

DISCUSSION

Biases in ecological data, and how those biases

skew interpretations of species responses to climate

change, have been widely acknowledged but only

rarely explicitly tested (Loiselle and others 2008;

Trivedi and others 2008). This is especially true for

phenological data, where large-scale analyses have

focused primarily on observational networks that

have relatively low species diversity and large

geographic and climatic biases. Although the

importance of networks in the field of global

change ecology is well established (Menzel and

Fabian 1999; Menzel 2000), moving from synthesis

to large-scale prediction will require integrative

assessments of how well these data represent wild

populations and speciose communities across broad

climate gradients. We compared the climate sensi-

tivity of two extensive plant phenological databases

that differ in important and ecologically relevant

ways (species richness, climate space, and so on):

the well known PEP725 network, and a new

database of wild species observations, NECTAR.

Our methodology is designed to facilitate the

comparison of species sensitivities across spatial

climate gradients and the growing season using

seasonal heat sums; our results will thus be

relevant primarily for informing how future cli-

mate trends will impact phenology. Ecological re-

sponses to climate change, however, will not be

solely driven by changes in the mean climate, but

also through shifts in climate variability and ex-

treme events (for example, Augspurger 2009;

Jackson and others 2009; Walther 2009). The im-

pact of such events (for example, droughts, early

frosts, cold snaps, heat waves) on phenology can-

not be fully resolved in our analysis, but will likely

modulate the overall response of phenology to

climate trends into the future.

Predictability of Temperate Species’
Sensitivities from PEP725

Results from the seasonal comparisons between

PEP725 and NECTAR suggest that the PEP725

database succeeds quite well in predicting the

temperature sensitivity of natural populations and

communities at climatically similar sites. This in-

cludes matching the seasonal distribution of sensi-

tivities, the prevalence of significant responders,

and the magnitudes of the sensitivities themselves

(Table 1; Figure 3). This implies that the relatively

low seasonality and cool temperatures inherent in

PEP725, rather than the poor species diversity, may

be the major limitation on the ability to generalize

from PEP725 to many other natural systems,

including temperature seasonal systems with war-

mer mean annual temperatures (for example,

WDC). It may be that PEP725 accurately captures

the prevalence and magnitude of significant tem-

perature sensitivities by virtue of at least some

limited exposure to variations in climate across

space (that is, the different sites) and time (that is,

the growing season). Notably, PEP725 includes

many widely distributed species with broad eco-

logical tolerances which may have phenologies that

are phenotypically or genotypically plastic. Indeed,

single species or even genotypes (Stinchcombe and

others 2004) can have dramatically different flow-

ering times and specific climate responses with

varied environmental conditions.

Climate Sensitivities Beyond
the Temperate Mid-latitudes

With increasing mean annual tempera-

ture—diverging from PEP725 climate space—the

percentages of significant temperature responders

declines across the NECTAR sites, even at locations

expected to have significant seasonal temperature

stress, such as KON and WDC. This result is difficult

to discern from an analysis across PEP725 sites,

Figure 5. For the NECTAR sites, percentage of signifi-

cant temperature responders as a function of mean an-

nual site temperature. Blue points are FFD and green points

are FLD. The black line represents the best fit linear least

squares regression.

Phenological responses across climate gradients



given their limited climatic range, and points

directly to (1) the value of integrative analyses

across systems (as we conducted with NECTAR),

and (2) the need for more data from under-repre-

sented systems, including relatively warm, but still

temperature seasonal systems such as WDC and

KON. Other cold sites in NECTAR show strong

temperature responses, but with seasonal patterns

distinctly different from PEP725. For example, our

cool grassland and alpine meadow sites (FAR, GTH,

KON) have strong temperature sensitivities and

generally increase in sensitivity earlier in the sea-

son, but do not have the pronounced seasonal

breakpoint in sensitivity that other sites have.

Sensitivities at LUQ and SEV, sites well beyond

the typical range of climates encompassed by

PEP725, diverge even more widely from the

PEP725 sensitivity patterns. This may result, at least

partially, from limitations inherent in our analyti-

cal framework, which was designed to generate

temperature-based sensitivities for phenological

time series in such a way as to maximize compa-

rability across species, sites, and the growing sea-

son. In addition, phenology in these systems may

reflect different climate or environmental limita-

tions, including moisture stress (SEV) or day length

and seasonal insolation (LUQ). Because of the

temperature focus of our analyses, and the low

representation of data from arid and tropical

regions, any general conclusions drawn about these

systems should be considered cautiously. Beyond

the influence of changing climatic constraints, dif-

ferences in taxonomic composition within and

across sites may also contribute to differences in

their mean sensitivities, in the frequency distribu-

tion of sensitivities, and in the relationship between

temperature and FFD or FLD.

Ecological Networks: Strengths
and Weaknesses

PEP725 exemplifies the great strengths of current

phenological monitoring in the temperate mid-

latitudes, including high replication of species and

phenophases across sites. Our comparison with

NECTAR confirms that these databases can provide

estimates of plant phenology responses to temper-

ature in wild communities across similar climate

gradients, despite low species diversity. This sug-

gests that adequate sampling across the growing

season is important for characterizing the commu-

nity response, and may be able to compensate for

low diversity in species sampling. Further, the

robustness of the results between PEP725 and

NECTAR means we may be able to move beyond

basic statistical diagnosis of trends and towards

explicit predictions into the future, at least for these

systems.

Our database comparison also highlights the

need for increased sampling of understudied sys-

tems, where responses can be expected to signifi-

cantly diverge from models based on databases

such as PEP725. Aside from the value of increasing

our understanding of poorly sampled systems,

observations across broad spatial environmental

gradients also allow for unified investigations of

how species and ecosystem responses to climate

change vary as a function of changing environ-

mental limitations. For example, our analysis of

NECTAR shows that the proportion of species

within a community that are sensitive to temper-

ature generally declines with increasing mean

annual temperature. This is information that could

not be gleaned from the limited climate space

covered by the PEP725 sites, and shows that there

is still significant value in integrating observations

of wild populations and communities across broad

areas and climates, even without high cross-site

species replication.

Understanding and predicting ecological responses

to climate change is an active area of research, but one

that has proved difficult to bring together into a

general theoretical framework. Synthesis efforts that

target databases with different limitations and biases

can contribute to this effort, helping identify and

quantify the strengths and weaknesses inherent in

various monitoring and analysis approaches. Identi-

fying and resolving the limitations inherent in the

data will be especially important for determining

whether increased monitoring and sampling is nee-

ded, or if the data is sufficient for forecasting and

prediction applications.
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